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INTRODUCTION 

Within the frame work of the implementation of the Participatory program 

on Youth Engagement to Foster Global Citizenship, Sustainable 

Development Initiatives and Peace Building in The Gambia, NAFGUC  

embarked on a countrywide monitoring mission of ASP net and UNESCO 

Club schools and peace caravan in the five regions of the Gambia. 

The main objective of the mission is to see or weigh how far the concern 

schools have benefited from the training conducted July 2017 and to 

create more awareness on the essence of peace. A monitoring tool in the 

form of a questionnaire is developed for students and community 

UNESCO Club members to answer. 

Peace education activities promote the knowledge, skills and attitudes 

that will help people either to prevent the occurrence of conflict, resolve 

conflicts peacefully, or create social conditions conducive to peace. 

Core values of nonviolence and social justice are central to peace 
education. Nonviolence is manifested through values such as respect for 
human rights, freedom and trust. Social justice is realised by principles of 
equality, responsibility, and solidarity. 

In order to achieve these ideals, peace education programmes across the 
world address a wide range of themes.  These include nonviolence, 
conflict resolution techniques, democracy, disarmament, gender equality, 
human rights, environmental responsibility, history, communication skills, 
coexistence, and international understanding and tolerance of diversity. 

Peace education can be delivered to people of all ages, in both formal and 
informal settings. Programmes exist at local, national, and international 
levels, and in times of peace, conflict, and post-conflict. 

To create public dialogue different factions of society are often brought 
together in peace education programmes – these typically include civil 
society groups, schools, tribal leaders and the media. Yet due to the many 
areas covered by peace education, initiatives are primarily determined by 
culture and context, as well as by the projects’ scopes and objectives. 

Peace education and peacebuilding are therefore intrinsically linked. The 
UN’s actions for peacebuilding include education as one of its principle 
components. For peacebuilding initiatives to remain sustainable it is vital 



that attitudes towards war and violence are transformed and translated 
into long-term behavioural change which seek alternative solutions to 
armed conflict. 

National federation embarked on a monitoring mission and a peace 
caravan in the regions to inculcate peace in the minds of young people 
and to remind the adult how important peace is in our communities. 

The occasion was observed in the form of a March pass/parade lead by 
the team from the National Federation executive in charge of the caravan. 
The march pass started from the community radio station through the 
streets of the village of Kerewan along with community members at a 
distance of 800 meters. The parade started with 35 participants initially 
but the further the parade the more people from the community joined the 
crowed, with songs and talking with posters all in the name of PEACE. 
The parade was followed by Speeches by the Secretary General and the 
Vice president of National Federation of UNESCO Clubs and 
representative from the Governor’s office.  Recitations of poems on 
peace, drama skits on peace and gender base violence as well as female 
genital mutilation performed by the UNESCO Clubs and a short play on 
call on peace.  

Cultural performance from the local traditional communicators 
(kanyeleng) were part of the caravan, they sang songs relating to peace 
as well as send the message out to the community in local languages with 
proverbs ‘‘ meaning the important of peace and how to maintain it: to 
accept our cultures, each other as brothers and sisters in our society and 
communities. These groups are very vital in our local communities when 
disseminating information and educating people. 

   
PART ONE SPEECHES 

In his statement, the Secretary General of the 
Federation Mr. Lamin Ceesay thanked UNESCO 
–NATCOM for funding such a great initiative. He 
highlighted on NAFGUC’s main functions 
promoters of UNESCO’s ideals and activities He 
also told the gathering that the Federation holds a 
strong belief in the importance and strategic role 
of young people in preventing and resolving 

conflicts non-violently, bearing in mind the crucial part being played by 
young people in the field of human endeavor and as the back bone of 
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every development. ‘‘Today, I believe each of us has a shared 
responsibility to shape a better future for all through peacebuilding 
in our own lives, every day’’. He ended his speech with the preamble of 
UNESCO quoted: 

‘‘SINCE WARS BEGINS IN THE MINDS OF WOMEN AND MEN IT IS IN 
THE MINDS OF WOMEN AND MEN THAT THE DIFENCES OF PEACE 
MUST BE CONSTRUCTED” 

The Vice president of the federation Mss. 
Mariama A. Camara welcomes elders, and 
participants for joining the Federation in the 

caravan. She highlighted on the important role 

which the youths can play in peace and conflict 
resolution is for them to “BE THE CHANGE”. 

The youths can do this by changing their attitudes towards people, traditions, 
religion and believes. They should learn to combine their enthusiasm with 
patience, realizing the importance of living together and should be responsible 
to defend the frontiers of peace and non- violence. On the other hand, the youths 
can play an active role in peace and conflict resolution by forming a new phalanx 
of peace missionaries and NGO network in the grassroots, concentrating on 
value education and spiritual renewal among children she concluded. 

Mr. Haruna Kuyateh from world view also gave a 
statement on behalf of the governor North Bank 
Region (NBR), Mr. kuyateh highlighted on the role of 
young people as the back bone of every 
development, and constructing peace, justice and 
strong institutions. This is a global responsibility to be 

observed every day and challenge young people to be the change they 
should be and learn to combine their enthusiasm with patience, realizing 
the importance of living together and should be responsible to defend the 
frontiers of peace and non-violence. 
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IN KEREWAN NORTH BANK REGION (N.B.R) 
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CARAVAN BEGINS AT NIGHT 
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THE COMMUNITY OF KEREWAN WELCOME THE TEAM FROM NAFGUC 
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